
IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, KAMRUP DISTRICT, GUWA-
HATI.

SESSIONS CASE NO. 220 (K) OF 2011
        Under Section 302/34 of the Indian Penal Code

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 3680/2004)
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–Vs–

1) Bipul Mazumdar, 
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3) Prasanta Thakuria

    ........  Accuseds.

PRESENT
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Date of Evidence   :  08.09.11, 21.12.11, 25.01.12.

Date of Argument    :   26.03.2012

 Date of Judgment    :   02–04–2012

A  P  P  E  A  R  A  N  C  E

For the State : Sri H. K. Deka,
Public Prosecutor.

For the accused : Mr. Bimal Kr. Das 



J U D G E M E N T

PROSECUTION   CASE  

The case for the prosecution is that, on 15.08.2004, at about 8:30 

a.m., Chandan Kalita, the brother of the informant went out with the ac-

cused persons, namely, (1) Sri Bimal Mali, (2) Sri Prasanta Thakuria, (3) 

Dipen Thakuria, (4) Bipul Mazumdar to the house of accused Prasanta 

Thakuria for a feast. On the same day, at about 2:00 p.m., the accused 

Bimal Mali came to the house of the informant and informed him that his 

brother Chandan Kalita is in a dying condition due to drowning. Immedi-

ately, on receipt of the information, the informant rushed to the house of 

the accused Prasanta Thakuria, and on his way, he found at Chatamari 

village, that accused Dipen Thakuria and Bipul Mazumdar were carrying 

the dead body of his brother Chandan Kalita in a bicycle. The informant 

suspected that the aforesaid four accused persons caused the death of 

his deceased brother in a planned manner. 

On  the  basis  of  the  above  facts,  the  informant  Kamal  Kalita, 

lodged the FIR with the Boko P.S. vide Ext.3, on 17.08.2004 wherein 

Ext.3(1) is his signature and Ext.3(2) is the signature of the scribe. 

INVESTIGATION  

On receipt of the FIR, the Boko Police Station registered a case, 

being Boko Police Station Case No.120/04 u/s 302/34 of the IPC, and 

entrusted the investigation of the case to pw8, Sri Heramba Goswami. 

During the investigation, the Investigating Police Officer visited the place 

of occurrence, recorded the statements the witnesses, did inquest of the 

dead body of the deceased, vide Ext.1, seized one Hero cycle, one navy 

coloured Jeans Long pant and one leather chappal, vide Ext.2, prepared 

sketch map of the place of occurrence, vide Ext.4, sent the dead body to 
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GMCH,  Guwahati  for  postmortem examination,  arrested  the  accused 

persons, forwarded them to judicial custody, and finally,  charge sheet 

was submitted by, SI of police Sri Pranjal Kr. Gogoi. It deserves a men-

tion here that before registration of the instant police case, a case of un-

natural death was registered, being U.D. case No.10/2004, by the Boko 

Police Station. The instant police case was registered after receipt of the 

FIR, marked Ext.3. The police charge-sheeted the case u/s 302/34 of 

the IPC against accused Bipul Mazumdar, Dipen Thakuria and Prasanta 

Thakuria. The FIR named Bimal Mali was not charge-sheeted.

COMMITMENT OF THE CASE   

On appearance of the accused persons before the learned com-

mitting court of Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati, the 

case was committed to this court of Sessions, after observing necessary 

formalities, the offence being U/s 302/34 of the IPC and triable exclus-

ively by the court of Sessions. The accused persons were on bail on the 

date of commitment of this case. The commitment order was passed 

27.07.2011 in G.R. Case No. 3680/2004. 

CHARGE  

On appearance of the accused persons before this Court of Ses-

sions, after hearing both sides, and on perusal of the police report fur-

nished u/s 173 of the Cr. P.C., a formal charge U/s 302 /34 of the IPC 

was framed, read over and explained to the accused persons to which 

they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Hence, this trial.

In this case, the prosecution has examined as many as 8(eight) 

witnesses. The defence cross-examined the witnesses, except pws 4, 7 

and 8. The defence plea is of denial. The defence examined n witness.
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After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused persons 

were examined u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C. In their such examination also, 

they are found to have denied the accusation leveled against them. 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

“Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their common 

intention, intentionally caused the death of deceased Chandan 

Kalita ?” 

For the determination of the above noted point, we have the evid-

ence  of  8(eight)  witnesses  for  the  prosecution.  I  have  meticulously 

scanned the evidence on record. I have also heard arguments advanced 

by the respective learned advocate for the parties.

DISCUSSIONS, DECISION  AND REASONS THEREFOR

The pw3 is the informant, Sri Kamal Kalita. It is found from 

his evidence that the deceased was his brother who died on 15th August, 

about 7(seven) years back. He was informed by Bimal Mali that the de-

ceased died by drowning. Then he went to the Police Station and lodged 

the FIR, marked Ext.3, written by one B. Das, under his instruction. He 

is also a witness to the seizure of the articles seized vide Ext.2 wherein 

Ext.2(2) is his signature. He saw the dead body but did not notice any 

injury. It has come out from his cross-examination that he did not go to 

the place of occurrence and did not see the accused persons carrying 

the dead body of his deceased brother. So far he knows, the accused 

was not an alcoholic. This witness was out from his house for 3/4 years.

PW1 is Sri Munindra Kalita. It appears from his evidence 

that  the  deceased  was  his  cousin  brother  who  died  on  15th August, 

about 6/7 years back. While he was lying on his bed, on the date of oc-

currence, at about 2:00 p.m., this witness heard commotion and came 
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out of his house. He heard that the deceased drowned in water. He pro-

ceeded to the place of occurrence by his bicycle, and on his way, he 

found that accused Bipul and Dipen were carrying the dead body of the 

deceased on a bicycle  by pushing  the bicycle.  This  witness  stopped 

there.  Then,  accused  Dipen enquired  for  him as  to  whether  the  de-

ceased was alive to which he replied in the affirmative, as according to 

him, they could have fled away if he answered in negative. Thereafter, 

the accused Bipul Mazumdar fled away. This witness was accompanied 

by  one  Indrajit  Kalita(p.2.5),  the  informant  Kamal  Kalita,  Rajat 

Kalita(p.w.4)  and Anand Kalita(p.w.2).  They brought  the deceased to 

near the house of Haricharan Das, Bubul Kalita and Kamal Kalita went 

to the Police Station. The deceased was found dead. Police came and 

did inquest of the dead body vide Ext.1. This witness was told by ac-

cused Dipen that they went to a picnic and the deceased went to water 

and drowned. This witness did not notice injury on the dead body. He 

heard that at the time of the occurrence, there were 4/5 persons and out 

of them he know only two accused persons. He saw the dead body with 

mud.

The evidence of pw2, Sri Anand Kalita, is that he was in-

formed  by  his  brother  Rajat  Kalita  (pw4)  that  deceased  Chandan 

drowned in a pond and became unconscious.  Then this witness pro-

ceeded to the place of occurrence, and on his way, found accused Bipul 

and  Dipen  carrying  the  dead  body  of  the  deceased.  Muninda  (pw1) 

reached there before him. The accused persons left the place keeping 

the dead body there in front of a house. The deceased died in the mean-

time.  Then,  he went  to  the place of  occurrence with  few others  and 

found that it was not a pond but a ditch and nobody goes there to take 

bath. Police was informed about the occurrence who held inquest over 

the dead body. The police also seized certain articles belonging to the 

deceased from the house of the accused Prasanta Thakuria in his pres-
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ence, vide Ext.2. In his cross-examination this witness has categorically 

stated that the deceased was not an alcoholic and he did not know as to 

how the occurrence took place. 

PW4 is Sri Rajat Kalita. He is found to have stated that Bim-

al Mali came to them and went out with deceased Chandan on 15 th Au-

gust, 7 years ago. At about 1/2 p.m. on the same day, this Bimal in-

formed that  the accused persons and the deceased went  to a place 

called  Kulhala  to  have  their  launch  there  and  deceased  Chandan 

drowned there. Then, the brothers of this witness and the villagers went 

in search of Chandan, in a vehicle arranged by him, and found that the 

deceased was lying dead in front of a house. He became unconscious 

on seeing the dead body. The deceased was the son of this witness.

PW5 is Indrajit Kalita. It is found from his evidence that the 

deceased died  on  15th August,  about  5/6  years  back.  The deceased 

alongwith the accused persons and Bimal went to the house of accused 

Prasanta Thakuria and they had their launch at the house of accused 

Prasanta Thakuria.  He saw the dead body when accused Dipen was 

carrying on a bicycle. This witness did not know how the deceased died. 

The place of occurrence is the backside of the house accused Prasanta 

Thakuria. The police did not even record the statement of this witness. 

PW6  is  Sangita  Thakuria.  She  is  the  wife  of  accused 

Prasanta Thakuria. Other accused were known to her. On the date of 

occurrence, the accused persons consumed alcohol alongwith the de-

ceased, and thereafter, they took feast. Thereafter, deceased Chandan 

and accused Dipen went to have a bath in the pond and after some 

time, Dipen came to their house back and informed her that he could not 

find  Chandan  and  he  got  merged  in  the  water.  Then  her  husband 

Prasanta and accused Bipul went in search of the deceased and they 

found the deceased in a state almost  dead.  Then, they took the de-

ceased Chandan to hospital. In her cross-examination, she is found to 
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have stated that the deceased died due to excessive consumption of al-

cohol.

PW7 is Ratiram Thakuria, the father of accused Prasanta. 

He has expressed his ignorance about the occurrence. He heard that 

the deceased Chandan died while taking bath in a pond. 

PW8 is the Investigating Police Officer. The evidence of this 

pw8 relates to the investigation of the case. He is not a witness to the 

fact.

It appears, from the above evidence on record, that none of 

the  witnesses  has  seen the  occurrence.  On the other  hand,  the  de-

ceased died of drowning appears to be a fact coming out from the con-

sistent evidence of all the witnesses, except pw6. According to pw6, the 

deceased died due to consumption of excessive alcohol. PW3, the in-

formant, who lodged the FIR, also categorically stated that he was in-

formed by Bimal Mali that the deceased died of drowning but he suspec-

ted  that  the  accused  persons,  including  Sri  Bimal  Mali,  committed 

murder of the deceased Chandan. It has come out from the evidence on 

record that accused Dipen and Bipul were carrying the dead body on a 

bicycle and at that time at village Satamari,  the pw 1 to 5 met them. 

Even, the pw1 deposed that accused Dipen enquired from him as to 

whether the deceased was alive at the time they met them at Satabari 

village. The evidence of pw6, the wife of accused Prasanta, is that the 

deceased was found in almost in a dying condition and the other two ac-

cused persons were carrying the deceased to hospital. Such evidence 

of pw6, read together with the evidence of pws 1, 2, 3 and 4, that they 

met the accused Bipul and Dipen while they were carrying the deceased 

on a bicycle  and the accused Dipen enquired as to whether  the de-

ceased was alive means to suggest a circumstance that the said two ac-

cused were carrying the deceased to hospital  and they were worried 

about his condition. There is absolutely no evidence, brought forth by 

the  prosecution,  to  implicate  the  accused  persons  about  causing  of 

death of the deceased by them. The suspicion raised by the informant 
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about causing death of his deceased brother/Chandan by the accused 

persons is not enough to substantiate the charge against the accused 

persons. If the evidence of the prosecution witnesses is considered, it is 

found that there are two sets of evidence. One set suspecting the ac-

cused persons with causing death of the deceased while other set has 

suggested, in their evidence, that the deceased consumed excessive al-

cohol and went to the pond to have bath, and died. Although the pws 1 

to  4  denied  that  the  deceased  Chandan  was  alcoholic  yet  the 

informant/pw1 categorically stated that he was out of his house of three 

years  meaning  thereby  that  he  was  not  aware  if  the  deceased  de-

veloped the habit of consuming alcohol or not. On the other hand, pw6 

and pw7 makes it appear that the deceased consumed alcohol. Such 

evidence of the aforesaid two sets of witnesses, and in the absence of 

specific  and categorical  evidence,  there  is  doubt  as  to  the  cause  of 

death of the deceased. Therefore, the accused persons cannot be held 

guilty, beyond reasonable doubt, for causing death of the deceased.

CONCLUSION   –

In view of the decision arrived at, during the foregoing dis-

cussions, the accused persons are acquitted, on benefit of doubt, of the 

charge U/s 302/34 of the IPC, and they are set at liberty forthwith. Their 

sureties, if any, stand discharged. 

The judgment is sealed, signed and pronounced in my open 

court, in presence of both sides, on this the 2nd day of April, 2012.

                                                         SESSIONS JUDGE
                                                           KAMRUP : : GUWAHATI

Dictated and corrected by me

SESSIONS JUDGE
KAMRUP : : GUWAHATI

A P P E N D I X
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(A) PROSECUTION    WITNESSES  

1. PW1 - Sri Munindra Kalita
2. PW2 - Anand Kalita
3. PW3 - Kamal Kalita
4. PW4 - Rajat Kalita
5. PW5 - Indrajit Kalita
1. PW6 - Sangita Thakuria 
2. PW7 - Ratiram Thakuria 
3. PW8 - Sri Heramba Goswami

(B) DEFENCE  WITNESSES  

Nil

(B) PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  

Ext.1 - Surat hal
Ext.2 - Seizure list 
Ext.3 - Ejahar
Ext.4 - Sketch map
Ext.5 - Command certificate 
Ext.6 - Forwarding for postmortem examination.
Ext.7 - Dead body challan

(D) DEFENCE EXHIBITS  :  Nil

(E) MATERIAL EXHIBIT   :   Nil

                                                              SESSIONS JUDGE
                                                     KAMRUP : : GUWAHATI
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